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ABSTRACT: A novel triazole-bridged coumarin−benzimidazole-conjugated fluorescence sensor (4) has been developed for
selective detection of Cd2+ over other competitive metal ions. The sensor exhibited quick “turn-on” responses upon interaction with
a very low level of Cd2+ (14 nM). The photophysical changes in the complexation of Cd2+ with sensor 4 have been explained
through the excited-state intramolecular proton transfer mechanism. The involvement of benzimidazole and triazole moieties in Cd2+

binding was confirmed by different spectroscopic techniques such as UV−vis, Fourier transform infrared, nuclear magnetic
resonance, and ESI mass. The diameter of the circular shape of the sensor decreased upon complexation with Cd2+, which was
confirmed by field-emission scanning electron microscopy. Furthermore, the quantum chemical (density functional theory)
calculation supported the mechanism of interactions and the mode of binding of 4 toward Cd2+. The sensor was more effective for
finding Cd2+ in two living cells, C6 (rat glial cell) and Hep G2 (human liver cell).

1. INTRODUCTION

Increasing cadmium contamination in the environment
through industrial waste has created serious problems for
human health. Cadmium has been extensively used in many
industrial processes such as electroplating, war industry,
coloring matters, and the preparation of phosphate fertil-
izers.1,2 The exposure of cadmium in the environment,
particularly in water and soil, has occurred and led to
bioaccumulation through the food chain.3−6 The excessive
level of Cd2+ created many fatal problems like heart disease,
cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, and even may initiate
cancer.7−10 Thus, selective and sensitive methodologies are
highly needed for low-level detection of Cd2+ without any
interference.
Several processes, such as atomic absorption spectroscopy

and inductively coupled plasma−mass spectrometry based on
advanced technology, have been extensively used for the
detection of Cd2+.11−15 In this regard, the fluorescent
technique is superior compared to others for its simplicity,
selectivity, and low cost.16−20 A fluorophore may change its
output signal through different mechanistic aspects upon
binding with the particular analyte.21 Among various
mechanisms associated with the fluorescent sensor, the
excited-state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT) has

several significant advantages over others.22,23 The ESIPT-
based probes consist of a unique framework having intra-
molecular hydrogen bonding between a hydrogen bond donor
(−OH and −NH2) and hydrogen bond acceptor (CN and
CO). The large Stokes shift was often found in ESIPT-based
fluorophores compare to others.24,25

In this context, the benzimidazole moiety has been utilized
to develop ESIPT-based probes for toxic metal ions. The
derivatives of benzimidazole are widely used as antifungal and
anthelmintic drugs for a long time.26 Like imidazole, coumarin
derivatives also have some special characters like high quantum
yield, readily soluble in a polar protic solvent, and so forth,
which attract their searchers to utilize them as fluorophores to
develop a chemical sensor for a particular analyte.27 Keeping
these points in mind, we report here a triazole-bridged
coumarin−benzimidazole-conjugated turn-on sensor for the
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selective detection of Cd2+ through the ESIPT mechanism. To
the best of our knowledge, a coumarin−triazole-based sensor
for selective quantification of Cd2+ is very rare to date, and
recently reported sensors for Cd2+ are given in Supporting
Information Table S2. Indeed, the triazole-bridged coumarin−
benzimidazole scaffold turn-on sensor for selective detection of
Cd2+ through the ESIPT mechanism is entirely unknown.
Besides, many of the reported sensors suffer not only on
selectivity issues but also on problems in the detection
limit.28,29 As a part of our ongoing research on the
development of organic sensors for heavy and toxic metal
ions,30−32 we resolve all such problems by designing a novel
turn-on sensor (4) toward the detection of Cd2+.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. Design and Synthesis. Compound 1 was first
synthesized from 4-(diethylamino)salicylaldehyde, and com-
pound 2 has been prepared from the corresponding amine,
ensuing a reported procedure.33 The triazole moiety of
compound (3) was developed by the reaction between
compound 1 and compound 2 via “click reaction” in the
presence of sodium ascorbate. The corresponding azide from
the amine was afforded following the reported procedure, as
mentioned in the experimental section. Sensor 4 was
synthesized from the reaction of compound 3 with o-
phenylenediamine in the presence of sodium bisulfite.
2.2. Photophysical Properties of the Sensor. The

detailed sensing behavior of the sensor has been investigated
by UV−vis and fluorescence experiments at room temperature.
Initially, the sensor was non-fluorescent in acetonitrile (ACN)
and became highly blue-fluorescent on adding Cd2+, which was

easily noticeable through the naked eye. A series of metal ions
like Li+, Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Ag+,
Cr3+, Zn2+, Fe3+, Cd2+, Ba2+, Hg2+, and Pb2+ were applied to
explore the photophysical complexation responses of 4 in
ACN. Among the series of metal ions, only Cd2+ caused
significant changes in the fluorescent properties of the sensor
and weak fluorescence turned into greenish-blue fluorescence
under a long-wavelength UV lamp (Figure S1, Supporting
Information). In comparison, other metal ions were not able to
produce any detectable color change in the sensor.
The UV−vis and fluorescence spectra were taken in ACN to

establish a better conclusion on the selectivity of the sensor
(4). The sensor exhibited two absorption maxima at 338 and
410 nm in UV−vis spectroscopy, which were assigned for
benzimidazole and coumarin moieties, respectively. A new
peak at λmax 382 nm appeared upon the addition of Cd2+ and
the weak fluorescence turned into strong fluorescence. In a
fluorescence experiment, a peak at λem 485 nm appeared when
the sensor itself was excited at λex = 380 nm. After the addition
of the analyte, the emission intensity dramatically enhanced at
λem 485 nm without any spectral shift. Other metal ions did not
induce any significant changes (Figure 1). Both these findings
indicated that sensor 4 was highly selective toward Cd2+ over
other metal ions.
The titration experiment of the sensor with the increasing

concentration of Cd2+ was carried out in UV−vis and
fluorescence techniques to acquire the more fundamental
results about complexation. With the increasing concentration
of Cd2+, the change in absorption spectra was recorded, and
the corresponding results are shown in Figure 2. The
absorption intensity at 338 nm was gradually decreased, and

Figure 1. UV−vis (λmax = 382 nm) and emission responses (λex = 380 nm) of 4 (8.6 μM) with other metal ions (10 mM) (λem = 485 nm) in ACN.

Figure 2. (a) UV−vis and (b) fluorescence titration experiment of 4 (8.6 μM) with Cd2+ (50.03 μM) in ACN, λex = 380 nm.
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immediately, a new absorption maximum at 382 nm was
generated with the appearance of an isosbestic point at 356
nm. The appearance of an isosbestic point upon the addition of
Cd2+ in the absorption spectra indicated the successful
complex formation between the sensor and metal ion.
Surprisingly, no significant changes were observed in the

absorption maxima of the sensor at 412 nm, which was mainly
originated from the coumarin moiety. Therefore, to carry out
emission experiments, 380 nm was used as an excitation
wavelength.
Fluorescence titration has been carried out to get a

quantitative idea about the complexation in ACN. The free
receptor exhibited a very weak emission maximum at 485 nm
upon excitation at 380 nm. When Cd2+ was added to 4, the
emission intensity of the sensor dramatically enhanced without
any spectral shift and the sensor turned on due to the ESIPT
process, whereas no such spectral change for 4 was found with
other metal ions. These findings suggested selective complex-
ation between 4 and Cd2+. The quantum yield (ϕ) of the
sensor increased abruptly after the addition of Cd2+, and the
corresponding values were 0.10 and 0.49 for 4 and 4:Cd2+,
respectively, where lucifer yellow CH was used as a standard in
water. The high value of quantum yield in the complex may be
attributed to the rigidification through coordination, which
further restricts the non-radiative decay. The limit of detection
was calculated using the fluorescence titration data34,35 and
was found to be14.0 nM. Although very few sensors have been
previously reported in the literature for Cd2+, sensor 4 showed
a better detection limit compared to others. The binding
efficiency (Ka) toward the metal ion was measured from the
fluorescence titration data and calculated by using the Benesi−
Hildebrand linear regression analysis36,37 and was found to be
0.24 × 104 M−1. The high value of the association constant
(Ka) implied the higher affinity of the sensor toward Cd2+.
2.3. Interference and pH Study. The interference study

of 4 toward Cd2+ has been performed in the presence of other
metal ions in the fluorescence experiment. The sensor
selectively detected Cd2+ in the presence of other metal ions,
and it did not interfere in the complexation (Figure 3).

The effect of pH on the photophysical properties of 4 and its
complex was examined to get the better usability of the sensor.
Figure 3b demonstrates the emission behavior of 4 and 4:Cd2+

at different pH values at 485 nm (λex = 380 nm). Initially, the
sensor itself exhibited weak fluorescence between pH 5−9.
Beyond pH 9.0, the emission intensity suddenly decreased, and
this might be due to the deprotonation of benzimidazole
−NH−, which further disconnected the ESIPT process
resulting in turn-off response of the sensor. Whereas the

fluorescent intensity dramatically enhanced at very acidic pH;
this might be due to the protonation of the “O” atom, which
again turned the sensor ESIPT on as depicted in Scheme 2.38

Upon addition of Cd2+ to 4, the emission intensity increased
between pH 5−9 and the sensor did not identify Cd2+ at high
acidic and basic pH.
The reversibility of a sensor played a significant role in

exploring its application in biological sciences. Thus, the
reversibility of 4 was also inspected using EDTA as a chelating
ligand in ACN, as shown in Figure S14, Supporting
Information. The addition of Cd2+ enhanced the fluorescent
intensity of the sensor immediately at λmax 485 nm upon
excitation at 380 nm. Consequently, the fluorescent intensity
was quenched upon the addition of EDTA, which quickly
encapsulated Cd2+ from the sensor. Furthermore, with the
addition of Cd2+ to this solution, the emission intensity
regenerated, and these results implied the reversible complex-
ation nature of the sensor.

2.4. FTIR and NMR Spectra. The Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectra of the sensor and its complex had been
gathered to get a deep insight into the complexation. The
detailed spectral changes upon the addition of Cd2+ to 4 are
shown in Figure 4a. The triazole C−H and benzimidazole N−
H appeared in their respective region 3165 and 3440 cm−1.
The peaks were shifted to 3140 and 3290 cm−1, respectively,
after complexation. So, the triazole and benzimidazole moieties
are both involved in the complexation.
To establish the mode of binding and the mechanism of

complexation of the sensor, 1H NMR titration of the sensor
with Cd2+ was carried out in CD3CN at room temperature.
Figure 4b demonstrates the 1H NMR spectra of 4 with
different concentrations of Cd2+. Upon addition of Cd2+, the
triazole proton, labeled Ha, was shifted continuously upfield
from δ 8.31 ppm to δ 8.24 ppm, indicating the participation of
the triazole N atom to coordinate Cd2+. The methylene
proton, denoted as Hb, moved regularly upfield from δ 5.56 to
δ 5.37 ppm with the increase in Cd2+. A new peak appeared at
δ 13.36 ppm after the addition of 1.0 equivalent of Cd2+, and
this was the evidence of the intramolecular H bonding upon
complexation [Figure 5].

2.5. Sensing Mechanism and ESI Mass Analysis. The
probable sensing mechanism of sensor 4 for the quantification
of Cd2+ is explained in Figure 5. The coordination of Cd2+ to
the sensor could “turn on” the ESIPT process, and the
emission intensity was gradually increased. The evidence for
the ESIPT might be rationalized based on two successive facts.
First, the presence of a singlet at δ 13.36 ppm was found in 1H
NMR of the complex, which was supposed to be due to the
intramolecular H bonding between ether O and H−N of
benzimidazole as shown in Figure 5.39 This intramolecular
hydrogen bonding after complex formation might be the
driving force for the ESIPT process.40 Second, a significant
Stokes shift implied the characteristics of ESIPT.41 Excitation
of the sensor at 380 nm resulted in an intense emission band at
485 nm with a large Stokes shift of 105 nm. The high value of
shift in wavelength further confirmed the ESIPT process.42

The photophysical study revealed the binding stoichiometry
between the sensor and Cd2+ to be 1:1. The result was also
confirmed by the ESI mass analysis of the complex. A peak was
obtained at 828.08 in ESI mass spectroscopy (Figure S15,
Supporting Information), which was assigned to [4 + Cd +
ClO4 + K−H]. Accordingly, the possible binding mode is
depicted in Figure 5, where one Cd2+ ion is encapsulated by

Figure 3. (a) Interference study of sensor 4 (8.6 μM) in the presence
of other metal and (b) effect of pH on the emission intensity at λem
485 nm of 4 and 4:Cd2+ (λex 380 nm).
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one sensor molecule through common three coordination.43

Each Cd2+ ion was confined with the O atom of ether linkage
and N atoms of triazole (N3 of 1,2,3-triazole was reported for
coordination).44 Therefore, the small sensor molecule 4
offered a suitable cavity for encapsulating the Cd2+ ion tightly.
2.6. Quantum Chemical (Density Functional Theory)

Calculation. To support the complexation of 4:Cd2+, the
quantum chemical calculation has been carried out using
Gaussian 09 software with the aid of the Gauss-View 5.0
visualization program.45,46 The structures of the sensor and the
complex were optimized using the B3LYP/6-311G+ basis set
and LanL2MB basis set, respectively. The energy-optimized
structures of the sensor and the complex are depicted in Figure
6a. The H atom of the benzimidazole moiety attained the
optimum hydrogen bond-forming distance (1.57 Å), which

was attributed to the optimized structure of the complex.47

Again, the total energy of the complex was lower (−1921.5150
a.u.) than the sensor itself (−1887.39 a.u.), which implied the
higher stability of the complex.
Furthermore, the energy of the highest occupied molecular

orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) of the sensor and its complex, along with their spatial
distribution, was calculated and is shown in Figure 6b. The
HOMO of the sensor was mainly spread over the
benzimidazole moiety, whereas the LUMO was on the
coumarin moiety. After complexation, the HOMO spread
over only the metal ion, but LUMO was located throughout
the coumarin moiety. From the energy level diagram, it was
easily visualized that the energy gap between the HOMO and
the LUMO was decreased after complexation, and this resulted
not only in the better stability of complex compared to the
sensor itself but also demonstrated a bathochromic shift in
UV−vis spectra.48

2.7. FESEM Analysis. The field-emission scanning electron
microscopy (FESEM) analysis was carried out to get the
details about the surface morphological changes of 4 upon
complexation. The corresponding FESEM images of 4 and
4:Cd2+ are shown in Figure 7a−d. The sensor exhibited a
circular shape with a diameter of 2.09 μm in the absence of
Cd2+ (Figure 7a,b). After the inclusion of Cd2+, the abrupt
shrinkage of the area of the circular shape was noticed
(diameter was reduced to 1.4 μm as shown in Figure 7d) along
with the deformation of the regular shape. The morphological
changes upon complexation clearly demonstrated that the
complex (4:Cd2+) has distinct properties compared to the
sensor (4).49

Scheme 1. Reagent and Conditions: (i) CuSO4, 5H2O, Sodium Ascorbate, EtOH/H2O(1:1), and 24 h and (ii) o-
Phenylenediamine, Sodium Bisulfite, Methanol, Reflux, and 4 h

Scheme 2. ESIPT Switching Mechanism of 4 in Acid and
Base

Figure 4. (a) FTIR spectra of 4, 4:Cd2+, and Cd(ClO4)2 and (b) 1H NMR titration spectra of 4 with Cd2+ in d3-ACN.
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2.8. Biological Application: A Cell Imaging Study. The
C6 (rat glial cell) and HEP G2 (human liver cell) cell lines
were used for the cell viability test. For the cytotoxicity test, 4
was incubated into the cells for 2 h. Methyl thiazolyl
tetrazolium (MTT) assay was used to measure the cell
viability of the sensor, whereas LDA assay was used for the
cytotoxicity test. Then, Cd2+ salt was added in phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS) to the pre-treated cells for 15 min to
check the sensing, and the excess metal ion was removed
accordingly. The images were taken by using a Leica DMi8
fluorescence microscope.
2.9. Cell Viability and Cytotoxicity Test. To measure

the effect of 4 on living cells, cell viability and cytotoxicity test
were carried out in two cell lines, C6 (rat glial cell) and Hep
G2 (human liver cell), using PBS MTT assay. As shown in
Figure 8a, the cell viability for both the cells was reached up to
a concentration of 50 μM. Furthermore, the cytotoxicity of the
sensor was checked, and the corresponding results are shown
in Figure 8. The experimental results confirmed that the sensor
(4) remained noncytotoxic up to the concentration of 50 μM.
For the real-time application of sensor 4, cell imaging

analysis was performed using two cell lines, C6 (rat glial cell)
and Hep G2 (human liver cell). However, upon treatment with
4, a very weak fluorescence was observed with C6 (rat glial

cell), as shown in Figure 9 (i). The cells were incubated with
different concentrations of Cd2+ for 2 h. Sensor 4 was added to
the cells with a concentration of 10 μM and left for another 15
min. After that, the cells were used for further treatment, and
images were taken as shown in profile A in Figure 9. Panel B
represented the measurement of the line profile of the
fluorescent intensity of 4 after binding with Cd2+. Both the
cells exhibited the same results (Figure 10), and the
experiments confirmed that 4 might be a suitable reagent for
the detection of Cd2+ in live cells.

2.10. Single-Crystal X-ray Analysis. Sensor 4 has been
synthesized using an easy synthetic procedure, as shown in
Scheme 1. The structure of sensor 4, and all the compounds,
was confirmed by 1H and 13C NMR, ESI mass spectra, and
FTIR analysis. Fortunately, we got a single crystal of
compound 3 (CCDC no. 1995732), the precursor of the
final step. The yellow-colored crystal was grown through the
solvent evaporation technique from ethyl acetate solvent.
Compound 3 had a monoclinic crystal system with a P121/c1
space group. As shown in Figure 11, the entire molecule was
planar and the aldehyde group was placed opposite to the
triazole moiety, which was further used for benzimidazole
formation. The details of the experimental data are given in
Supporting Information.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
3.1. General. All the required reagents and chemicals for

this work were purchased from Merck and used without
further purification. The HPLC-UV-grade CH3CN was used in
all spectroscopic measurements. NMR analysis was carried out
on a Brucker 400 MHz instrument using CDCl3, DMSO-d6,
and d3-CH3CN. HRMS and ESI−MS measurements were
carried out on XEVO G2-XS QTOF. FTIR spectra were
recorded on a spectrum 2000 PerkinElmer spectrometer. UV−
vis and emission spectra were recorded on a Lambda
635PerkimElmer spectrophotometer and a LS-55 PerkinElmer
spectrophotometer, respectively. FESEM analysis was carried
out on a Supra 55 Carl Zeiss Germany instrument. The single-
crystal XRD data were recorded on SuperNovaG8910B. A
Remco hot stage melting point apparatus was used for
measuring the melting point.

3.2. FESEM Analysis. FESEM images were recorded using
Supra 55 (Carl Zeiss). Samples for FESEM were prepared by
slow evaporation of the sensor and complex, which were drop-
casted on a 1.0 × 1.0 cm2 glass plate and dried overnight in the
air inside a desiccator. The samples were then sputter-coated
with Au and subjected to a FESEM study.

3.3. Cell Viability Assay. MTT assay was used to measure
the cytotoxic potential of SM227. Rat glial cells (C6) and
human liver cells (HepG2) were seeded in a 96-well cell-
culture plate. Various concentrations (1, 10 μM, 1, and 10 nM)

Figure 5. Proposed mode of binding of 4 toward Cd2+.

Figure 6. (a) Energy-optimized structures of 4 and 4:Cd2+ and (b)
HOMO−LUMO energy level diagram of 4 and 4:Cd2+.
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of 4 were added to the cells. The cells were incubated at 37 °C
under 5% CO2 for 24 h. 10 μL of MTT (5 mg mL−1) was
added to each well and incubated at 37 °C under 5% CO2 for 4
h. The MTT solution was removed, and yellow precipitates
(formazan) observed in plates were dissolved in 200 μL of
acidic isopropanol. Multiskan GO microplate spectrophotom-
eter was used to measure the absorbance at 570 nm for each
well. The viability of cells was calculated according to the
following equation

= ×
Ä

Ç
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ

É

Ö
ÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑ

% Cell viability
experimental OD570

control OD570
100

3.4. Synthesis of 4-(Diethylamino)-2-(prop-2-
ynyloxy)benzaldehyde (1). A mixture of 4-(diethylamino)-
salicylaldehyde and K2CO3 was refluxed in acetone for 30 min.
After that, 1 equivalent of propargyl bromide was added, and

the mixture was refluxed for another 4 h. The crude product
was extracted with ethyl acetate and purified by flash column
chromatography using ethyl acetate and petroleum ether as the
eluent (3:7). Compound 1 was isolated as a yellow-coloured
liquid.

3.4.1. 1H NMR of Compound 1 (400 MHz, CDCl3).
1H

NMR of compound 1 (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 9.96 (s, 1H), 7.51
(d, 1H, J = 8.0 Hz), 6.12 (d, 1H, J = 8.0 Hz), 6.05 (s, 1H),
4.63 (s, 2H), 3.24 (t, 4H, J = 4.0 Hz), 2.57 (s, 1H), 1.03 (t,
6H, J = 4.0 Hz); 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): 186.2, 161.9,
153.5, 130.1, 114.1, 104.8, 94.0, 76.4, 55.8, 44.7, 12.4.

3.5. Preparation of 3-Azido-7-(diethylamino)-2H-
chromen-2-one (2).33 A mixture containing n-butanol
(20.0 mL), 4-diethylaminosalicylaldehyde (1.4 g and 7.2
mmol), ethylnitroacetate (0.8 mL and 7.2 mmol), molecular
sieves 4 Å (100 mg), piperidine (0.1 mL), and acetic acid (0.2

Figure 7. FESEM images of (a,b) 4 with regular diameter and (c,d) 4:Cd2+ with deformed diameter.

Figure 8. (a) Cell viability and (b) cytotoxicity test of 4 in C6 and Hep G2 cell lines.
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mL) was refluxed for a period of 24 h. Upon cooling to room
temperature, a bright yellow solid was formed, which was
collected and dissolved in dimethylformamide (15 mL) at 80
°C. It was filtered again to remove the molecular sieves. The
filtrate, upon addition to 100 mL of ice-cold water, yielded 3-
nitro-7-diethylaminocoumarin as a bright yellow solid (1.40 g
and 73%).
3-Nitro-7-diethylaminocoumarin (0.25 g and 0.95 mmol)

was added consequently to a suspension of stannous chloride
dihydrate (1.6 g and 7.12 mmol) in HCl in a round-bottom
flask placed on a magnetic stirrer to stir for 4 h. The solid
product was obtained through neutralization of the suspension
using aqueous sodium hydroxide. In this way, 7-diethylamino-
3-aminocoumarin was prepared and ready to use further for
the next step. 7-Diethylamino-3-aminocoumarin (100 mg and
0.43 mmol) was dissolved slowly in HCl aq (17.2% and 4 mL)
at room temperature. Upon cooling to 0−5 °C and the
addition of a solution of NaNO2 (30 mg and 0.43 mmol), the
reaction mixture was stirred for 1 h. Then, potassium acetate
(2.0 g) was added to the water (5 mL) to adjust pH 4. Sodium
azide (57 mg and 0.88 mmol) was added in portions to the
mixture and stirred at 0−5 °C for another 5 h. The precipitate
was rapidly filtered and washed with ice-cold water. Finally, the
product was dried under a vacuum to yield the pure material,
3-azido-7-(diethylamino)-2H-chromen-2-one (2), as a yellow
solid.

3.6. Synthesis of Compound 3. Compound 1 (0.55 g
and 2.38 mmol) was dissolved in an ethanol/H2O (1:1)
mixture and stirred for half an hour. After that, coumarin azide
(0.61 g and 2.38 mmol), sodium ascorbate, and copper sulfate
were added to this solution. The resulting mixture was allowed
to stir overnight at room temperature. Upon completion of the
reaction, the mixture was filtered and evaporated out of the
solvent. Then, water was added to it and further extracted with
ethyl acetate. The organic layer was dried under a vacuum, and
the desired product (3) was obtained via column chromatog-
raphy using ethyl acetate/petroleum ether (3:7) as the eluent.
Yield: 68% (0.79 g).

3.6.1. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3).
1H NMR (400 MHz,

CDCl3): δ10.07 (s, 1H), 8.58 (s, 1H), 8.28 (s, 1H), 7.62 (d,
1H, J = 8.8 Hz), 7.31 (d, 1H, J = 8.8 Hz), 6.57 (d, 1H, J = 4.0
Hz), 6.46 (s, 1H), 6.25 (s, 1H), 6.21 (d, 1H, J = 8.8 Hz), 5.30
(s, 2H), 3.35 (q, 8H, J = 4.4 Hz), 1.14 (t, 12H, J = 4.4 Hz). 13C
NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): 186.9, 162.9, 256.9, 155.8, 153.7,
151.6, 143.4, 134.9, 130.5, 130.0, 126.0, 116.6, 114.3, 110.1,
106.9, 104.7, 97.0, 94.0, 62.15, 45.0, 44.0, 12.6, 12.4. FTIR data
(KBr, cm−1): 2990, 1720, 1605, 1590, 1433, 1400. ESI-HRMS
(+ve mode, m/z): calcd 489.23; found, 490.23 (M + H)+. mp:
94−96 °C.

3.7. Synthesis of Compound 4. To a solution of 3 (20.0
mg and 0.041 mmol) in dry methanol (5.0 mL), o-
phenylenediamine (5.20 mg and 0.0416 mmol) and sodium

Figure 9. Fluorescence images of C6 (rat glial cell) with 4 (8.66 μM) in the presence of Cd2+ (panel A) and line profile of fluorescent intensity of 4
with different concentrations of Cd2+ (panel B).
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bisulfate (5.0 mg and 0.0416 mmol) were added. The mixture
was refluxed for 5 h in an N2 atmosphere. The crude product
was extracted with ethyl acetate and washed with distilled
water. The organic layer was dried over anhydrous sodium
sulfate and purified by silica gel column chromatography using
ethyl acetate/petroleum ether (2:8) to afford 4 (yield 55%).
3.7.1. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3).

1H NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3): δ 8.52 (s, 1H), 8.29 (s, 1H), 8.17 (d, J = 8.0 Hz 1H),
7.55−7.53 (m, 2H), 7.16−7.14 (m, 2H), 6.77 (dd, J = 8.0, Hz,
1H), 6.60 (s, 1H), 6.56 (s, 1H), 6.46 (dd, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 5.56
(s, 2H), 3.44 (q, J = 4.0 Hz, 8H), 1.19 (t, J = 4.0 Hz, 6H), 1.16
(t, J = 4.0 Hz, 6H); 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): 157.5,
156.9, 155.9, 151.8, 150.6, 150.4, 143.1, 135.1, 131.4, 130.1,
122.8, 121.8, 116.5, 110.2, 106.9, 106.0, 97.0, 95.8, 62.8, 45.8,
12.6; HRMS (ESI +ve mode, m/z): calc 577.2801; found,
578.2874 [M + H]. FTIR data (KBr, cm−1): 3440, 3280, 1719,
1605, 1530, 1433, 1400. mp: 104−106 °C.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, a new and simple triazole-bridged coumarin−
benzimidazole-conjugated fluorescent sensor 4 was developed
for selective detection of Cd2+, and an ESIPT-based turn-on
fluorescence response has been observed during complexation.
The mechanism of interaction was explicated with the help of
1H NMR, ESI mass, and FTIR analysis. Furthermore, sensor 4
was applied to the living cells for a bio-imaging study in order
to get a real-time application. The single-crystal X-ray analysis
confirmed the geometry of 3 for encapsulating the metal ion..
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